More than one: Super Challenge 4
Groups

There are special words to show that you are talking about more than one person or thing. For example, a crowd of people or a pad of paper.

1. Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks:

network  pack  bunch  forest  team  class  album  orchestra  series  army

1. a ................................................... of footballers
2. a ................................................... of cards
3. a ................................................... of flowers
4. an ................................................ of soldiers
5. a ................................................... of computers
6. a ................................................... of television shows
7. a ................................................... of trees
8. an ................................................ of musicians
9. a ................................................... of pupils
10. an ............................................. of photographs

2. There are also special words to talk about groups of some types of animals. For example, a group of cows is called a herd.

Look up the underlined words to fill in the blanks:

1. a pack of ........................................
2. a flock of ........................................
3. a shoal of ........................................

Not sure if you got it right?
An Oxford Children’s Dictionary will help you check your answer.